THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SUGGESTED DOCUMENTARIES REGARDING
SEX TRAFFICKING IN THE UNITED STATES AND AROUND THE WORLD.
Very Young Girls
Distributed by Showtime. Directed by David Schisgall and Nina Alvarez.

The film documents the work of Girls Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS), a recovery
center founded and operated by Rachel Lloyd, a survivor of sexual exploitation. This award winning
documentary follows 13- and 14-year-old African-American girls as they are seduced, abused, and
sold on New York‘s streets. The film follows the barely adolescent girls in real time, using intimate
interviews with them as they are first lured on to the streets and the dire events which follow.
Nefarious: Merchant of Souls
Exodus Cry

Nefarious was written, directed, produced and narrated by Benjamin Nolot, founder and president of
Exodus Cry, the film‘s distributor. Nolot, who travelled to 19 countries to collect the film‘s content, said
that the purpose of the film is „to draw people‘s attention to the issue, but also to inspire them in terms
of what they can be doing…to take a stand against this injustice.
Sex + Money: A National Search for Human Worth

Sex + Money is a feature length documentary that follows a group of students as they travel across the
USA, seeking to understand how the sexual exploitation of children has becomes the nation’s fastest
growing form of organized crime.
The Whistleblower
Kathryn Bolkavac is a police officer from Lincoln, Nebraska, who accepts an offer to work with the
United Nations International Police in post-war Bosnia and Herzegovina. Raya, a young Ukrainian
woman, and her friend Luba are sold to a Bosnian sex-trafficking ring by a relative. Raya escapes with
Irka, another girl forced into prostitution, and they are sent to a women‘s shelter for victims of human
trafficking. While investigating their case, Kathryn uncovers a large-scale sexual slavery ring utilized
by international personnel (including Americans).
I’ve Got a Name is a 501c3 non-profit organization. Our mission is to end sex trafficking by
generating AWARENESS and taking action against it through our STREET OUTREACH.
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